
hen first I laid eyes on 
the beautifully detailed com-

puter-generated and -plotted
drawings for the Tracie, the first Mus-
congus Bay 18, they were outspread
on yacht designer Ed Joy’s layout
table, so I naturally assumed that he
had taken the boat from dream to
drawings. To my eye, it was a stun-
ningly pretty boat, and I’d come to
expect that from Ed Joy. After all, his
logo proclaims, “A Joy is a Thing of
Beauty Forever.”

Joy, however, explained to me that
he was not the originator of most of
what I was admiring, that he had
landed a rare client who had present-
ed him with a well-developed design
that actually worked. Joy’s job had
been to put the stamp of perfection
on an already exquisite creation. He

had used his vast wealth of
computational and sailing

experience to authenticate
his client’s ideas.
Andy Payor, said client and

a very successful designer of
high-end stereophonic speak-

ers, owns a summer camp
right on the waters of

Damariscotta Lake. He
loves boats. Wait, that
statement is too weak. Let

me clarify—he loves boats

to a degree that I am viscerally famil-
iar with, because I’ve loved boats
equally much ever since I was a child.

When Payor was a little boy he
came up to Maine from Connecticut
in the summers and spent time in
Bremen on his grandparents’ farm. It
was a modest house and barn, close
enough to Muscongus Bay to enjoy
the tang of salt air. The best times he
had were on the beach at Hog Island
or out in his Gramp’s skiff. He spent
many happy hours studying the con-
trols of an old maroon Johnson out-
board with adjustable-carb jets and
sideways-sliding throttle. He so loved
that engine as to fashion a facsimile
of it out of cardboard and “bolt” it to
the footboard of his four-poster bed.
We’re talking here not of episodic, or
even chronic, boat love; rather of an
epic, acute case.

A few years ago, after buying his
lake house, Payor restored an old
Penbo powerboat. Then he was bitten
by the sailing bug. As a result he
bought one of the Eastport Boat
School’s projects, a near-replica of a
Herreshoff sloop, 18 feet long. He
made that boat better in several ways,
by way of design and workmanship.

I ought to mention here that the
man who developed what many con-
sider to be the best stereophonic
speakers in the entire world didn’t do
that by dint of engineering knowl-
edge alone. Payor personally assists in
the construction of all his stereo
equipment; he knows how to work
with his hands.

It is in the nature of inventors to
keep seeking and tweaking. Payor
knows all about structural science,
and wave theory, and force and resist-
ance, and shape and flow; he even
knows about impedance, whatever
that is. He probably has a whole lot of
suspicions about skin vibration, and
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The design of the
Muscongus Bay 18 
was a collaboration

between Andy Payor,
who developed it, 

and Ed Joy, who refined
the lines.
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From two great minds comes one beautiful boat. 






